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A B S T R A C T   

Number-average copolymer sequence length information can be obtained by pyrolysis-gas chromatography (Py- 
GC) by comparing the ratios of formed oligomers (i.e. dimers and trimers). The formation constants of the 
oligomers and their detection efficiency are not constant for all fragments, however. This can lead to unrepre-
sentative peak ratios in the chromatogram. In these cases, calibration with an external method (e.g. NMR) is 
required. In this work, we introduce an algorithm that improves the copolymer sequence accuracy yielded from 
chromatograms with unrepresentative peak areas. The algorithm even functions in cases where oligomer data is 
missing as the rate of formation of certain oligomers is too low to detect them. One Py-GC measurement and one 
NMR measurement are required to train the developed algorithm for the determination of average monomer 
reactivity ratios and relative pyrolysis constants. Afterwards, Py-GC measurements of copolymers containing the 
same monomers, albeit with different compositions, can be corrected using the previously estimated constants. 
The algorithm was tested on various styrene-acrylate copolymers, yielding more accurate sequence information, 
even when limited oligomer information was available.   

1. Introduction 

Pyrolysis-gas chromatography (Py-GC) has been an instrumental tool 
in copolymer analysis for decades [1,2]. Py-GC is mostly used for the 
chemical identification of copolymers and their additives, although 
quantitative insights in various copolymer properties, such as 
end-groups and chemical composition can also be obtained. Besides 
these commonly studied copolymer characteristics, Py-GC can also be 
used to study the copolymer sequence [3]. The copolymer sequence 
describes the order of different monomers in the copolymer backbone. 
The sequence of a copolymer can vary from perfectly alternating to 
random to block. It is of interest since it affects a variety of copolymer 
properties such as solubility, glass transition temperature and inter 
particle interactions [4–7]. Tsuge et al. and later Wang et al. performed 
pioneering work in the field of copolymer sequence determination by 
Py-GC. They have published oligomer assignments for various co-
polymers, e.g. methyl methacrylate-styrene (MMA-St), butyl 

acrylate-styrene (BA-St) and methyl acrylate-styrene (MA-St), relating 
the found oligomer ratios to copolymerization models [3,8–14]. When 
Py-GC is applied to study the sequence of copolymers, oligomers (i.e. 
dimers or trimers) in the chromatogram are related to the same subunits 
in the intact copolymer. This is not trivial as both the detection effi-
ciencies of the oligomers and their formation constants in pyrolysis 
affect the determined sequence value. Therefore, calibration with other 
methods capable of determining the sequence is required. In practice 
NMR (often 13C NMR) is typically the only method capable of providing 
such a reference value [15,16]. While 13C NMR might seem like a 
competitive method to Py-GC, both methods are rather complementary. 
Where Py-GC lacks in quantitative accuracy, it offers improved sensi-
tivity [17]. Moreover, the chromatographic resolution between olig-
omer signals is often greater than the spectral resolution yielded by NMR 
[18]. The poor resolution in NMR often results from additional 
signal-splitting caused by tacticity effects, which can render spectra too 
complex to interpret [18]. 
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As mentioned before, for copolymers the pyrolysis rate (i.e. frag-
mentation) and ionization efficiency (in the case of mass spectrometry 
(MS)) might differ for each formed oligomer. Moreover, the stability of 
all formed dimers and trimers is not equal. Therefore, fragments are 
sometimes detected in low quantities or not detected at all. For example, 
in MMA-St copolymers, MMA-MMA bonds tend to depolymerize 
completely, yielding a chromatogram where only trimers containing St- 
St and MMA-St bonds are observed [9,17]. This leads to a chromatogram 
wherein the observed oligomer peak areas are not representative of the 
oligomer fractions in the intact polymer. This issue was described 
fundamentally by Shibasaki and is referred to as the boundary effect 
[19]. 

While various authors studied MMA-St copolymers, none have 
attempted to utilize all the oligomer data present in the chromatogram. 
Instead, only the ratio between the MMA-St and St-St dimers was used. 
This means that all other sequence information in the chromatogram is 
not used. In general, most developments of computer-aided tools to 
interpret Py-GC data focus on identification and feature selection [20, 
21]. To the authors knowledge, no computational study has focused on 
the extraction and correction of sequence information. 

Here we introduce an algorithm to improve the accuracy of the 
yielded sequence and composition information by statistical means. 
Utilizing a single 13C NMR measurement of a reference sample, the al-
gorithm estimates average monomer reactivity ratios (MRR), which 
describe the reference copolymer. The rates that match the NMR results 
the best are selected. Using the determined MRRs, similar copolymers 
are generated and pyrolyzed using varying relative pyrolysis constants 
(RPC) in silico. Consequently, the algorithm is able to determine the most 
likely average RPCs and predict the formation of oligomers to corre-
spond to the measured Py-GC data of the reference sample. Pyrolysis 
data of other samples of interest can then be translated to a more ac-
curate chemical characterization, using the estimated formation and 
degradation constants. Even when some dimer or trimer fragments are 
not detected during pyrolysis, the algorithm is still able to improve the 
accuracy of the yielded sequence and monomer ratio information. The 
formation and degradation ratios are specific enough to estimate the 
sequence for the intact polymer. This tool should render Py-GC a more 
reliable and easy-to-use alternative in copolymer sequence studies. 
Hopefully it will serve as a basis for future developments in the field. 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Experimental conditions 

2.1.1. Samples 
Samples used in this work consist of MA-St, ethyl acrylate-styrene 

(EA-St), BA-St and MMA-St copolymers with various chemical compo-
sitions. Table 1 shows the measured molar fraction of styrene by 1H 
NMR and the average molecular weight and the molecular weight dis-
persity measured by size-exclusion chromatography. Sample prepara-
tion and analysis methods are described elsewhere [17,22]. 

2.1.2. Py-GC-MS 
Py-GC-MS measurements of the MMA-St were described earlier [17]. 

In short, a 2010 Shimadzu two-dimensional GC–MS instrument 
(’s-Hertogenbosch, The Netherlands) operated in 1D mode was used for 
the GC separation. An OPTIC-4 PTV (programmed temperature vapor-
izer; GL Sciences, Eindhoven, The Netherlands) was used for pyrolysis of 
the samples. The separation was performed on a DB-5 stationary phase 
column (30 m × 0.25 mm i.d., 0.25 µm film thickness; Agilent, Wald-
bronn, Germany). The MA-St, EA-St and BA-St samples were analyzed as 
described in ref. [22]. In short, a Shimadzu 2010 GC-MS coupled to an 
OPTIC-3 PTV was used for Py-GC analysis of the synthesized samples. 
The pyrolysate was separated on a RESTEK (Bellefonte, PA, USA) 
Rxi-5 ms column (30 m x 0.25 mm ID, 0.25 µm film thickness). Data of 
both analysis methods was processed using (Shimadzu) Labsolutions 

version 2.71. 

2.1.3. NMR 
NMR measurements were performed as described in ref. [17]. In 

short, proton decoupled 13C NMR spectra were recorded in CDCl3 
(Sigma Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany) Bruker (Rheinstetten, Germany) 
Avance NEO 500 MHz NMR spectrometer at 298 K. 8192 Scans were 
recorded with a pulse delay of 4 s 1H NMR were recorded on the same 
instrument at the same conditions instead 32 scans were recorded with a 
pulse delay of 5 s. NMR data was analyzed using TopSpin version 4.1.1 
(Bruker). 

2.2. Data processing 

The entire algorithm was written using MATLAB 2020b (Mathworks, 
Natick, MA, USA) for the in-house MOREDISTRIBUTIONS program [23, 
24]. Core functions to fit parameters make use of the build-in functions 
ga and fmincon within MATLAB. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Creating a copolymer distribution 

Considering that simulating copolymer degradation in silico requires 
an accurate representation of the chemical distribution, an under-
standing of the formation of the copolymer is needed on which further 
steps can be build. An accurate representation of the sequence of a 
copolymer must therefore be determined. Consequently, the first step 
within the workflow was fitting the MRR for each monomer to the 
sequence information obtained from 13C NMR data. 

The fraction of monomer A (FA) in the copolymer can be calculated 
from the 13C NMR results by dividing the number-average sequence 
length of monomer A (nA) by the sum of nA and nB (Eq. 1) [9]. Eqs. 2 
and 3, can be used to describe the number-average sequence length, 
where AAA, AAB, BAB, BBB, BBA and ABA represent the peak areas of 
the corresponding trimers. 

FA =
nA

nA + nB
(1)  

nA =
AAA + AAB + BAB

0.5 ∗ AAB + BAB
(2)  

Table 1 
Chemical properties of studied copolymers, featuring a number, comonomers, 
styrene fraction, average molecular weight (Mw), and molecular weight dis-
persity (ÐM) for each sample.  

Sample 
Number 

Comonomers 1H NMR fraction styrene Mw (kDa) ÐM 

1 MA-St  0.81  73  2.1 
2 MA-St  0.72  74  2.2 
3 MA-St  0.63  84  2.2 
4 MA-St  0.54  86  2.3 
5 MA-St  0.41  81  2.3 
6 EA-St  0.80  58  2.2 
7 EA-St  0.73  70  2.3 
8 EA-St  0.61  73  2.3 
9 EA-St  0.53  78  2.3 
10 EA-St  0.40  95  2.4 
11 BA-St  0.85  60  2.2 
12 BA-St  0.77  70  2.3 
13 BA-St  0.62  76  2.1 
14 BA-St  0.50  82  2.3 
15 BA-St  0.42  90  2.4 
16 MMA-St  0.26  39  1.6 
17 MMA-St  0.46  34  1.6 
18 MMA-St  0.67  27  1.7  
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nB =
BBB + BBA + ABA
0.5 ∗ BBA + ABA

(3)  

While the average ratios, or the likelihood, of the addition of monomer A 
or B can be calculated indirectly post-synthesis, it is impossible to 
determine the exact reaction rates in terms of reaction speed post- 
synthesis. Utilizing Markov equations [25–27] the probability of add-
ing monomer A or B to the current chain can be calculated. To accom-
plish this, a number of copolymer chains were initiated with two 
monomers. The copolymer chain then was grown by the addition of 
monomers until the maximum allowed chain length (e.g. 1000 mono-
mers) was achieved. As long as the in silico polymerization is not 
terminated, the probability of the addition of monomer A or B can be 
described by Eq. 4 & 5, and the probability of adding any monomer (i.e. 
monomer A or B) to the chain is equal to 1 (Eq. 6). 

PYZA =
NA

NA + NB ∗ rYZB
(4)  

PYZB =
NB

NA ∗ rYZA + NB
(5)  

PYZA +PYZB = 1 (6)  

Here PYZA and PYZB are the probabilities of adding monomer A and B to a 
YZ terminated chain, respectively. Y and Z can both represent either 
monomer A or monomer B. NA and NB are the number of monomers of A 
and B and rYZB is the MRR of adding monomer B over monomer A to a YZ 
terminated chain, defined as rYZB = kYZB

kYZA
. Likewise, rYZA is the MRR of 

adding monomer A over monomer B to a YZ terminated copolymer 
chain, defined as rYZA = kYZA

kYZB 
with kYZA and kYZB being the reaction rates 

of adding the corresponding monomer to a YZ terminated chain. Note 
that PYZA and PYZB are related by Eq. 6 and therefore, only one proba-
bility needs to be calculated to know the other. Furthermore, rYZA and 
rYZB are related to each other by rYZA = 1

rYZB
. 

The MRRs depend on the monomers at the reactive site of the chain. 
The monomers closest to the reactive site have the largest impact on the 
MRR. Therefore, the last two monomers (previously indicated by YZ) in 
the chain were taken into account, this is known as the penultimate 
model [27]. This means that in total four different MRRs, one for each 
unique penultimate unit, were used within the algorithm: rAAB, rABB, 
rBAB, rBBB. Where rAAB (defined as rAAB = kAAB

kAAA
) is the MRR of adding 

monomer B over monomer A when AA in the penultimate unit, rABB is 
the MRR of adding monomer B over monomer A when AB is the 
penultimate unit, and so forth. The determined MRRs provide an 
average value for the formation of the copolymer. Composition drift is 
therefore not taken into account. 

The resulting simulated copolymer distributions need to be statisti-
cally viable. A distribution of a 1000 copolymer chains, with an average 
length of 1000 monomers and a standard deviation of 100 monomers 
were thus created, to yield an adequate sample size. Initial tests proved 
no gain in accuracy when generating additional or longer chains, as an 
average was calculated. When the fraction of monomer A is determined 
utilizing the NMR results (Eq. 4) and the length of each copolymer chain 
is determined (Ntot), the number of required A and B monomers can be 
calculated by NA = ⌊FA ∗ Ntot⌉ and NB = Ntot − NA. Due to a lower 
sensitivity and poorly resolved trimer signals [28], 13C NMR often re-
sults in less accurate composition information based on the determined 
number-average sequence length (Eqs. 1–3) compared to 1H NMR. 
Therefore, if a more accurate monomer fraction is known, the user is free 
to input this value when calculating the needed number of monomers. 
Now that the total amount of monomers A and B were known, each 
polymer chain was initiated by two monomers based on their relative 
abundance (i.e. PA = NA

NA+NB
) and the number of monomers was adjusted 

accordingly by subtracting the used monomers from the totals. After-
wards, the algorithm continued to determine the last two monomers 

(YZ) and generate random values between 0 and 1. Then, the generated 
value was compared to the probability of adding monomer A to the YZ 
terminated chain according to Eq. 4. If the random value was lower than 
the probability, monomer A was added to chain. And if the random 
value was higher than the probability of adding monomer A, monomer B 
was added to the copolymer chain. After the addition of a monomer, the 
number of monomers were again adjusted accordingly by subtracting 
the used monomer from the totals. Each polymer chain was grown at the 
same time, in contrast to making each polymer chain individually before 
creating the next one. This ensured each created polymer chain con-
sisted of a representative copolymer even in the unlikely case where the 
initial concentrations are heavily skewed. 

Using the copolymer formation as described above, a genetic algo-
rithm was utilized to estimate the MRRs. A genetic algorithm was chosen 
because genetic algorithms can handle variation robustly [29]. While 
the genetic algorithm is being trained, random parameters are selected 
and evaluated. The repeated analysis of the same data might thus pro-
duce very minor differences, which may cause linear optimization al-
gorithms to search in a wrong direction. Furthermore, genetic 
algorithms are less likely to converge to local minima and can be per-
formed in parallel. By varying the MRRs, the genetic algorithm mini-
mized the difference between the created copolymers and the 13C NMR 
results. This was done by comparing the ratios between the A-centered 
trimers (AAA, AAB/BAA, BAB) and the B-centered trimers (BBB, 
BBA/ABB, ABA). This originates from 13C NMR where the splitting of the 
signal of different carbon atoms is examined. The response of these 
observed carbon-atoms cannot be assumed to be equal. Therefore, 
pooling all trimers data gives rise to less accurate results. The genetic 
algorithm was set up with an initial population of 20 of randomly 
selected values between 0 and 10, a lower boundary of 0 and no upper 
boundary. 

3.2. Simulated pyrolysis of copolymer distributions 

To correct Py-GC data to more representative sequence information, 
it is of high importance to understand how the thermal degradation of a 
copolymer takes place. Not all oligomers are formed at the same fre-
quency, due to the stability of intermediates during radical transfer and 
the stability of the created fragments. In literature, thermal degradation 
mechanisms of (co)polymers have been described frequently [30–32]. It 
is presumed that the process is initiated with a random chain scission. 
This generates two different fragments which both contain a radical, one 
of the fragments contains a methylene radical the other is a substituted 
radical (See Fig. 1). The random scission is then followed by three 
dominant degradation pathways after the initiation. The fragments can 
undergo depolymerization (i.e. forming monomers) by a 2,1-radical 
transfer, which is the most dominant process in the studied systems. 
Or the fragments could undergo back biting by a 1,5-radical transfer, 
forming a trimer. In older literature, the possibility of β-scission is 
described where a 1,5-radical transfer leads to the formation of a 
monomer and a monomer radical [30]. This monomer radical can then 
interact with a polymer chain, forming a dimer and transferring the 
radical back to the polymer chain. This pathway dilutes the original 
sequence within the copolymer, as randomization is introduced. A more 
recent insight is that dimers are more likely formed by a 1,7-radical 
transfer, followed by a 7,3-radical transfer [32], although the relative 
rates are temperature dependent. A preliminary study indicated that the 
monomer radical pathway is not significant for the used statistical co-
polymers, as is shown in Supplementary Materials Section S-1. There-
fore, only the 1,7-radical transfer pathway was considered in this work 
when pyrolyzing the created distributions. When block-copolymer or 
polymer blends are used, the monomer-radical pathway might need to 
be considered, however. 

It is hypothesized that the formation of monomers (depolymeriza-
tion) is mostly dependent on the last two monomers, whereas the back- 
biting constant for the 1,5-radical transfer (i.e. trimer formation) is 
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mostly dependent on the monomer on the third position and the back- 
biting constant for dimer formation, or the 1,7-radical transfer, is 
mostly dependent on the monomer on the fourth position. Which means 
that for the degradation mechanism dpAA, dpAB, dpBA, dpBB, bb1,5A, 
bb1,5B, bb1,7A and bb1,7B are the needed pyrolysis constants. Here 
dpYZ is the depolymerization constant for any combination of two 
monomers at position Z (first) and Y (second), bb1,5X is the 1,5-radical 
transfer constant and bb1,7W is the constant for a 1,7-radical transfer 
with the monomer present at position X (third) and W (fourth) respec-
tively. Where W, X, Y, Z indicate the monomers on the corresponding 
positions with position Z being the location of the radical, as shown in 
Fig. 1. 

Furthermore, fragments formed by pyrolysis don’t have the same 
ionization efficiencies in MS detection, thus the following equations 
predict, in essence, the probability of forming monomers and oligomers 
multiplied by their relative detector response. The probability of 
detecting each variation is described by Eqs. 7 to 9. 

Pmono =
dpYZ

bb1, 7W + bb1, 5X + dpYZ
(7)  

Pdi =
bb1, 7W

bb1, 7W + bb1, 5X + dpYZ
(8)  

Ptri =
bb1, 5X

bb1, 7W + bb1, 5X + dpYZ
(9)  

Where Pmono, Pdi and Ptri are the probabilities of forming a monomer, 
dimer or trimer respectively and Pmono + Pdi + Ptri = 1. 

Since the MRRs were estimated in the previous step, the algorithm 
was able to simulate realistic polymer distributions similar to the NMR 
results. These polymer distributions could then undergo simulated py-
rolysis. By utilizing another genetic algorithm, the average RPCs were 
estimated. This was done by creating polymer distributions using the 
previous estimated MRRs. Subsequently, these distribution are pyro-
lyzed with varied pyrolysis constants until the differences between the 
ratios of dimers, MA-centered trimers and St-centered trimers of the 
calculated fragments and the pyrolysis data were minimized. 

Given that these pyrolysis constants are effectively ratios of one 
another, dpAA was set to 1 by default. Meaning that seven likelihoods of 
forming other fragments compared to the A monomer formation were 
fitted for the two different radical fragments (14 in total). The genetic 
algorithm was set up with an initial population of 200 of randomly 

selected values between 0 and 10, a lower boundary of 0 and no upper 
boundary. Furthermore, to evaluate if both different radical fragments 
need to have their own set of RPCs, a second genetic algorithm was set 
up. This optimization used only one set of RPCs and thus required a 
smaller initial population of 20. 

Fig. 2 shows the results of a MA-St copolymer for both cases. The 
adjusted ratios between dimers, St-centered trimers and MA-centered 
trimers after the genetic algorithm estimated the RPCs versus the case 
where each fragment was as likely to form (i.e. all MRRs and RPCs equal 
1). A clear improvement in the capability of predicting the trimer ratios 
is shown compared to all MRRs and RPCs equal to 1. The pyrolysis and 
13C NMR results show that the copolymer has an alternating tendency. 
However, the fragments predicted when each fragment is equally likely 
to form overestimate the homo-trimers and underestimates the alter-
nating trimers. Furthermore, the St-St-MA trimer fraction is over-
estimated by the pyrolysis results (and thus St-St-St and MA-St-MA are 
underestimated), compared to the 13C NMR results. Note that the MA- 
MA dimer is not detected as it degrades completely [33], it is there-
fore not shown. When using two different sets of RPCs the St-centered 
trimer ratios is predicted more accurate than when using only one set 
of RPCs. Otherwise, there were no other significant difference seen be-
tween using two sets of RPCs and only using one RPCs set. 

3.3. Fitting composition and randomness of a new sample 

When the formation and thermal degradation of a copolymer is un-
derstood, and constants such as the MRR and the RPC are calculated, the 
gained understanding can be utilized on copolymer systems with iden-
tical monomers. This will enable accurate sequence determination by 
Py-GC, rendering sequence determination more routinely applicable as 
it is much faster and less expensive than NMR. 

The found Py-GC areas of each detected dimer and trimer of a new 
sample was used as input in the following step. By varying the fraction of 
monomer A using the fmincon function within MATLAB, the algorithm 
generated a copolymer distribution and simulated pyrolysis of this dis-
tribution according to the previously calculated constants. The fmincon 
function then minimized the differences between the calculated frag-
ments and the new input data. When a minimum was found, the algo-
rithm returned the found monomer fractions, the randomness of the 
copolymer and the number-average sequence length of monomer A and 
B. 

Note that the fitting of MRR and RPC has to be performed only once. 

Fig. 1. Top) Random scission creating two different radical fragments. Bottom) Indication of monomer locations and the three most dominant degradation pathways 
with respect to the radical (Black dot on the right). With Z the location of the monomer containing the radical, Y the second position, X the third position and W the 
fourth position. 
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The obtained constants can subsequently improve the sequence deter-
mination of any number of new samples, given that the pyrolysis is 
performed under the same conditions. By creating an in-house database 
for each combination of monomers of interest, the first two steps of the 
algorithm are only needed once. Here it assumed the pyrolysis process 
remains constant to a certain degree. If the experimental conditions 
significantly change, the RPC might need to be updated. 

The overall designed workflow is shown in Fig. 3. Supplementary 
Material Section S-2 shows detailed figures explaining each, previously 
explained, individual step. In brief, using NMR and pyrolysis data from 
one copolymer sample, MRR and RPC are calculated. Subsequently, the 
adjusted composition of a copolymer, consisting of the same monomers, 
can be calculated utilizing the formerly calculated MRR, RPC, and the 
dimer and trimer information of new pyrolysis data. In essence, cali-
bration parameters are established on a single sample of which sequence 
data (from 13C NMR) is available, which can then be applied to interpret 
Py-GC data of any sample consisting of identical monomers. 

3.4. Robustness of the algorithm 

Firstly, copolymer Sample 3 (Table 1) was used to fit MRR and RPC, 
using two sets of RPC and using one set of RPC five times. Then, four 
other MA-St copolymers (Samples 1, 2, 4 and 5, Table 1) underwent 
pyrolysis, and the data was used as input for the last part of the algo-
rithm. The four samples were made with different synthesis recipes. In 
all samples the MA-MA dimer was not detected. For Sample 1, the MA- 
trimer was also not detected. This was to be expected the sample con-
tains little MA. No accurate composition could be estimated for this 
sample, using conventional methods, due to the missing MA trimer 
signal. Additional 13C NMR measurements were performed on Samples 2 
and 4 as an external validation to compare calculated trimer fractions 
with the experimental data. 

When using two different sets of RPCs, the algorithm predicted a 
styrene fraction of 0.75 ± 0.02, 0.66 ± 0.01, 0.47 ± 0.01 and 0.36 
± 0.01 for sample 1, 2, 4 and 5 respectively. When fitting only one set of 
RPCs, the styrene fractions were predicted as 0.72 ± 0.01, 0.65 ± 0.01, 
0.49 ± 0.01 and 0.36 ± 0.01. When comparing these values to the sty-
rene fractions determined with 1H NMR of 0.81, 0.72, 0.54 and 0.41, 
there was no significant increase of accuracy when using two different 
sets of RPCs. Therefore, it was chosen to continue with only one set of 
RPCs, since the genetic algorithm needs less computational resources 
when less variables are determined. 

As most functions used within the algorithm were probability based, 
the robustness of the developed algorithm was of high importance. 
Therefore, the full algorithm was initiated 50 times with only the 13C 
NMR data and an additional 50 times with an addition of the monomer 
fraction as determined by 1H NMR. Styrene fractions as determined by 
NMR, pyrolysis and as estimated by the algorithm are shown in Table 2. 
When the initial fractions by 1H NMR are included, the comparison of 
calculated monomer fractions to the fraction determined by 1H NMR 
improved, as expected. However, the estimation of the number-average 
sequence length, and thus the sequence information, worsened. 
Depending on the needs of the user, the monomer fraction obtained by 
1H NMR may or may not be included for a fair comparison between 
samples. 

Even though the number-average sequence lengths of both mono-
mers were in good agreement with the 13C NMR results, the trimer ratios 
provided a different picture. Comparing the Py-GC-MS trimer fractions 
to the fractions obtained by 13C NMR, the trimer ratios differ by factors 
between 0.56 and 2.06 for Sample 2 and between 0.67 and 1.89 for 
Sample 4. The trimer ratios of the predicted results however, only show 
difference factors between 0.83 and 1.11 for Sample 2 and between 0.70 
and 1.21 for Sample 4. The calculated and measured trimer fractions of 
Sample 2 are shown in Fig. 4. Here a clear improvement in trimer 

Fig. 2. Bar plots showing the ratios between dimers, methyl acrylate-centered trimers and styrene-centered trimers as measured (Green), predicted by the algorithm 
after the calculation of one set of RPCs (Red), predicted by the algorithm after the calculation of two sets of RPCs (Purple), when all MRR and RPC are assumed equal 
(Yellow) and as measured by 13C NMR (Blue). Error bars are shown over five different calculations. MA-MA dimers are not detected and therefore not shown. 

Fig. 3. Simplified flowchart of the algorithm. Input variables are indicated in green and output variables are indicated in purple.  
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fraction can be seen compared to the pyrolysis results. Exact values for 
both samples and a calibration figure for Sample 4 can be found in 
Supplementary Material Section S-3. 

Fig. 4 shows one million different fraction possibilities versus the 
randomness (R, see Eq. 10) for a 65% styrene MA-St copolymer (i.e. 
Sample 2). The found fraction by pyrolysis, the algorithm and 13C NMR 
for validation are also shown on this figure. Here it is clear that some 
found values are statistically impossible within the pyrolysis data. For 
example, the St-MA-St trimer fraction is not within the calibration range. 
The 13C NMR results of the same sample show a completely different 
fraction composition, that does fall within the calibration areas and 
where the order of relative abundance of some trimers (e.g. MA-MA-MA 
versus St-St-MA or MA-MA-St versus MA-St-MA) are exchanged. The al-
gorithm was able to predict trimer fractions for Sample 2 in close 
agreement with the 13C NMR data used for external validation. 

R =
1
nA

+
1
nB

(10)  

3.5. Algorithms performance with missing values 

After the precision of the algorithm had been estimated, the algo-
rithm performance with missing values was tested. In the previous cal-
culations the MA-MA dimer was missing within all pyrolysis data and, in 
the case of Sample 1, the MA-MA-MA trimer was also missing. Now the 
algorithm was tested when other variables were missing as well. Fig. 5 
shows the predicted values compared to 1H NMR of Samples 1, 2, 4 and 
5, again using Sample 3 as input. A table with means and standard de-
viation can be found in Supplementary Material Section S-4. I1 means 
that one additional randomly selected input variable was missing from 
the data when the RPCs were being fitted. I2, I3 and I4 mean that two, 
three and four additional input variables were left out. The rows coded 
C1 to C4 are missing one to four additional datapoints for the com-
pounds pyrolysis data that needed to be adjusted. I1C1 to I4C4 mean 
that both the input sample and the tested sample were missing 1–4 
additional datapoints. 

No clear trend can be seen in the prediction errors, indicating that 
the number of missing values has no distinct impact in the algorithm’s 

Table 2 
Styrene fractions within the copolymer samples by 13C- and 1H NMR, pyrolysis and the mean estimate by the algorithm. Standard deviations for the algorithm’s 
fraction estimate over 50 calculations are also given. The numbers followed by an asterix (*) show a value that is calculated with missing values and are therefore not 
accurate.   

Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 4 Sample 5 
13C NMR: FSt — 0.65 0.57 0.48 — 
13C NMR: nSt| nMA — 2.22 | 1.19 1.73 | 1.29 1.39 | 1.49 — 
1H NMR: FSt 0.81 0.72 0.63 0.54 0.41. 
Pyrolysis: FSt 0.74 * 0.66 0.58 0.50 0.32 
Pyrolysis: nSt | nMA 3.09 | 1.06 * 2.19 | 1.13 1.74 | 1.24 1.46 | 1.43 1.28 | 1.87 
Algorithm13C NMR only: FSt 0.73 ± 0.02 0.66 ± 0.01 Input 0.49 ± 0.01 0.38 ± 0.02 
Algorithm13C NMR only: nSt | nMA 3.01 | 1.09 2.22 | 1.15 Input 1.49 | 1.52 1.28 | 2.06 
Algorithm1H NMR added: FSt 0.77 ± 0.04 0.72 ± 0.04 Input 0.55 ± 0.08 0.40 ± 0.10 
Algorithm1H NMR added: nSt | nMA 3.90 | 1.14 3.07 | 1.20 Input 2.11 | 1.72 1.75 | 2.70  

Fig. 4. One million different fraction possibilities of a 65% styrene MA-St copolymer (Sample 2) versus the randomness. Contours of each trimer fractions are 
provided. Green circles represent the found pyrolysis fractions, blue diamonds represent the found 13C NMR fractions for external validation and orange right- 
pointing triangle represent the fractions as predicted by the algorithm based on the pyrolysis data. Pyrolysis, 13C NMR and predicted fractions are filled in with 
the corresponding color matching the trimers. 
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performance, however Supplementary Material Section S-4 shows the 
exact values that were left out for each calculation and the predicted 
values. When looking at individual calculations, it becomes clear that 
the algorithm calculates wrong values when multiple values from the 
same centered monomer are missing (e.g. all A-centered trimers: AAA, 
AAB and BAB). The algorithm normalizes in three groups; dimers, A- 
centered trimers and B-centered trimers. When multiple values from the 
same group were missing, the accuracy of the algorithm went down. In 
groups C4 and I4C4 for Sample 1, there were too many values missing as 
with this sample the MA-MA-MA trimer was not detected. Meaning that 
sometimes effectively six values were missing from the fit and if these 
missing values were spread-out over each group, the algorithm could not 
calculate a value. If only one value in each group was present, no ratios 
could be calculated and the algorithm predicted a fraction of 0.5, which 
is the starting point from the fmincon function. To illustrate, dimer ratios 
are calculated using AA, AB and BB. A-centered trimer ratios are 
calculated using AAA, AAB and BAB and the B-centered trimer ratios are 
calculated using BBB, BBA and ABA. If from each group only one value 
can be determined, for example AB, BAB and BBB, no ratios can be 
calculated per group and the algorithm fails. 

3.6. Algorithms performance with ethyl acrylate-styrene and butyl 
acrylate-styrene 

The algorithm was further tested on EA-St and BA-St copolymers. 
Within these samples the discrepancy between pyrolysis, 13C NMR and 
1H NMR were larger than with the MA-St samples. Table 3 below shows 
the input values for the two samples (Sample 8 for EA-St and Sample 13 
for BA-St). Here it can be seen that FSt as obtained by 1H- and 13C NMR 

vary 0.09 and 0.08. When the algorithm is initiated without an initial 
fraction by 1H NMR, the discrepancy between the calculated fraction 
and the fraction by 1H NMR, also varied on average 0.076, as can be seen 
in Table 4. When the algorithm was initiated with an initial fraction by 
1H NMR however, the error between calculated and experimental frac-
tion was reduced to an average of 0.031. The first EA-St sample (Sample 
6) is accountable for the largest error of 0.08. This is the only sample 
where the EA trimer wasn’t detected, which could explain the large 
discrepancy. 

3.7. Algorithms performance with methyl methacrylate-styrene 

Lastly, the algorithm was initiated with data from a MMA-St sample. 
Any dimer or trimer containing two or more MMA monomers (MM, 
MMS/SMM, MSM & MMM, in which S stands for St and M stands for 
MMA) was not stable within the Py-GC-MS set-up and therefore were not 
detectable. This created extremely flawed results of the MMA-St samples 
of interest, as can be seen in Table 5. The algorithm could only compare 
two values with each other. There was only one M-centered trimer 
available and thus this ratio could not be used. The two remaining 
values, the dimer ratios and the St-centered trimer ratios were skewed 
since they both missed a value (MM and MSM respectively). Neverthe-
less, even though only five out of nine values were provided in the py-
rolysis data (MS, SS, SSM/MSS, SMS & SSS) and used as input, the 
algorithm still provided values very similar to 13C NMR. 

A preliminary study indicates that the margin of error increased 
when using the fitted RPCs on data measured on a different instrument. 
The results of this study are shown in Supplementary Material Section S- 
5. The algorithm was initiated to predict the FSt for Samples 16 and 18. 
Both the predicted FSt differ 0.06 when comparing to the fraction given 
by 13C NMR. The results in Table 5 however, differ only 0.04 and or 
don’t even have a (significant) difference. First fitting the RPCs for the 
new system and then predicting the FSt reduced the errors from 0.06 to 
0.04 and 0.03. Therefore, it is recommended that RPCs are calculated for 
each system and that the experimental settings are kept constant. 
Moreover, the system should be well-maintained and/or recalibrated 
regularly. The best results would most likely be obtained when one 
known sample is measured within a sequence, to make sure the RPCs for 
the developed chemometric approach remain up-to-date. 

Fig. 5. Predicted styrene fractions when addi-
tional datapoint are left out of the data set. Each 
asterix is a predicted value. Lines indicate the 
measured styrene fractions by 1H NMR. Colors 
indicate different samples: blue indicates Sam-
ple 1, red indicates Sample 2, green indicates 
Sample 4 and purple indicates Sample 5. IX 
means that X input values from the fit were left 
out, CX means that X values from the compound 
of interest were left out. The number indicated 
how many values were randomly selected. Two 
blue circles are placed at ‘C4, 0.5′ and ‘I4C4, 
0.5′. These values were unable to be calculated 
as too many datapoints were missing.   

Table 3 
Fractions, randomness and number-average sequence lengths provided by py-
rolysis and NMR for the input Samples 8 (top) and 13 (bottom).   

Pyrolysis 13C NMR 1H NMR 

# FSt R nSt nEA FSt R nSt nEA FSt 

8 0.63 1.36 1.98 1.16 0.52 1.47 1.42 1.31 0.61  

# FSt R nSt nBA FSt R nSt nBA FSt 

13 0.66 1.22 2.43 1.24 0.54 1.48 1.47 1.24 0.62  
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4. Conclusion 

Although NMR can be seen as the “golden standard” in sequence and 
monomer fraction information for copolymers, NMR is not always a 
viable tool. Measurements are time consuming and the resolution be-
tween signals relating to oligomers isn’t always sufficient. This renders 
NMR challenging to apply, especially to larger sample sizes. Py-GC-MS 
has the potential to overcome this issue. Data interpretation is not 
straightforward however, as observed trimer fractions cannot be directly 
related to the original intact polymer. 

The developed algorithm was able to improve the average sequence 
accuracy obtained from experimental pyrolysis data using NMR and Py- 
GC-MS data of a single reference sample. After fitting MRR and RPC on 
the reference, the algorithm is able to predict more accurate sequence 
information when fed pyrolysis data from a new (chemically similar) 
sample. Although the initial training of the genetic algorithms can take 
up to three hours, the MRR and RPC can be saved in a library after which 
they can be readily applied to subsequent samples. Moreover, when the 
monomer reaction rates of specific samples are known, the first step in 
the developed algorithm might be omitted. This is the case for many 
polymerization reactions (e.g. [34,35]) and calibration with NMR might 
be avoidable. 

The algorithm can be especially useful when analyzing copolymer 
samples that produce unstable dimers and trimers. Almost no useful 
information could be found when analyzing the Py-GC-MS results of the 
methyl methacrylate-styrene copolymer. All dimers and trimers which 
included two or more MMA monomers completely degraded and were 
therefore not detectable. However, even with the limited datapoints 
available, the algorithm was able to provide accurate information on 
monomer fractions. Furthermore, next versions of the algorithm could 
be useful on specific cases where the sensitivity of NMR might not be 
sufficient. For example, in recent work SEC-Py-GC-MS has been per-
formed to gain insight in sequence information over the molar mass 
distribution [17]. However, NMR is not feasible as the concentration in 
the collected fractions is limited. 

We envision that the reported work will make the use of Py-GC as a 
tool for copolymer sequence determination more widespread and reli-
able. Furthermore, we hope that it will provide a basis for additional 
chemometric developments in Py-GC data interpretation. It could be 

highly interesting to apply the workflow to copolymers containing more 
than two different monomers to increase the understanding of their 
formation and degradation. Also, the obtained RPCs might be of interest 
to improve number-average sequence determination (i.e. block length) 
in block copolymers. As with statistical copolymers, the obtained Py-GC 
results might also contain unrepresentative peak areas. This however, 
needs additional considerations as the algorithm in current form treats 
all Py-GC-MS data as if obtained from a statistical copolymer. 
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